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Elisabeth von Uhl
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Dear Professor von Uhl,

In the pursuit of building my Engineering career. I’m delighted to be taking your class. I believe
that this class will help my technical writing skills which is very viable to my engineering career.
What an engineer means to me is to find a problem and solve it using various methods. So
communicating with peers is very critical when it comes to these situations.

As an engineer I can contribute and help to many problems, my main concern is climate change.
There are so many things that can go south very fast with climate change. During the summer of
2022, I interned at NOAA where I had to look at precipitation and temperatures in Central Park
and created visuals from said data where I had to interpret it. When writing and
showing my findings I realized I have to improve my skills as a writer as I added words and
phrases that could make the reader confused. As I improve with my technical writing I can see it
will be useful as an engineering tool to show and or share findings with my audience/peers.

I've always had a passion for technology, always seeing it develop and grow makes me want to
contribute to the growth. Yes money and having stable income is a good decent benefit from this
but I really would like to contribute to the ongoing development of technology. I read things on
quantum computers being the future so to get to help see this grow and contribute to the growth
would be amazing.

This career path isn’t easy by far. I have so much to learn and so many hurdles to overcome.
These include my writing, my interest can always shift, the time that is needed, and my life can
always change drastically. I believe that if I take things slow and slowly improve I can overcome
these things I would be able to pursue this career path and enjoy it.

Thank you for your time,

Brandon Vasquez


